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Thursday Market
A MOM FOR BACHU
A few weeks ago
a group of Abay
volunteers was in
Walmara working
and overseeing
all projects developed there.
There was a story
that touched us
especially,
the
story of Bachu.

This little girl of almost nine years old has cognitive
delay and she's attending the Kangaroo School and
also takes part in the sponsorship program but she
was going through a dif#icult family situation again.
His father, an almost octogenarian old man, has no
longer the strength to take care of the girl and
Bachu many days, road to school, fell asleep
anywhere so then teachers were concerned about
her and her careless look.
So after the parent's request aid Abay it was agreed
to seek a foster family to Bachu, a new loving mom
who gave her attention and affection.
And it could not have found a better candidate than
her own teacher Saytu, she's already helped her on
many other occasions.
Saytu is mother of four children and they all live in a
very small house, that's the reason why it was necessary to help her with maintenance and improvement of which will be the new home of Bachu from
that moment on.
We are con#ident that with this new foster care program that Abay is carried out, with the consent of
the Committee established in Gaba Kemisa, many
other children will be helped to #ind families who
embrace them with open arms.

Subba Park Tour
The Subba Park is the oldest and probably
the first park in Africa. In the fifteenth century, Emperor Zera Yacob planted their first
trees there.
Menagesha Subba Park is located about 35
km away from the west of Addis Ababa and
on the way to Gaba Kemisa
(Walmara), you can get there via Holeta or
Menagesh which is reached from Addis via
Sebeta.

With a total surface of approximately
2,500 hectares of forest and reaching
3,385 meters above sea level, Suba Park
is a great example of biodiversity.

Subba has not only indigenous
tree species, but also a vast variety of bird and mammal species.
The forest is dominated by junipers and other trees, some of
them of 400 years old. It is also
a sanctuary for several endemis bird species
and animals such as the abyssinian catbird and the buck menilik bush.

Hiking and bird watching, mandrels, kolobos,
plus beautiful "lora is a
great attraction for your
visit.

In Abay we believe that
it may be a very good
trip from Addis or add
this tour to the visit to
our projects in Gaba
Kemisa, Walmara.

Better without Arake
Making Arake, widely consumed alcoholic beverage
among the population of Walmara, is one of the jobs of
many Gaba Kemisa women.
In our sponsorship program one of the conditions was
that the families of the sponsored child had to quit this
livelihood.
To achieve this it's been necessary in the first place an
awareness campaign about the problems caused by alcohol to all the members of the community, and secondly Abay has offered another range of possibilities that
compensates the families economy.

Over recent months the Technical Office of Women and Social Affairs
working in collaboration with Abay, have had meetings with 39 women
who sell alcohol to give them talks on possible alternatives to alcohol
business.

Raising sheep or chickens, agriculture, crafts or engage in
small businesses have been the activities that these mothers
have showed more interest in.
They will be provided with basic training in caring for animals,
and also for making wicker baskets, so they can gradually move forward with her new job.
As the economic issue, it will be devoted part of sponsorship or
even small microcredits, so they can begin with the new business.
From Abay we think that it's very important awareness of families in healthy lifestyles, leading them to a progress in their
daily lives.

GABA KEMISA MARKET
.

The street market
comes to Gaba
every Thursday and
Saturday. This market gathers in the
center of the town
to merchants and
residents of the locality looking for
provisions and also
selling their meager
possessions in the
form of pulses or
other small crops
collected for the occasion.

Gaba Kemisa, the kebele
of Walmara where Abay
develops its main projects, means in Oromo
"The Thursday's market."
Like everything in the
town, the market is also
sober and humble.

Most of the "shopkeepers" are women trying to make the
sale or sometimes barter any of her

Also some peddlers reach the small merkato with more variety of
products that let them cook a injera more varied or they can make
cleaning products like handmade soap of soda too.

What can always be found in a market in Ethiopia is the beauty, sometimes hidden by poverty and other times in its peak.

